Lokmangal Science and Entrepreneurship College, Wadala
[Current students]

Email address *

1. Which course you have opted?

2.How far was your background suited to select the course?

3. The choice of courses offered was

4.Was there provision to take an interdisciplinary course from other departments?

5.The syllabus of each course was

6.What is your opinion about the library material and facilities for the course?

7.Do you think that current teaching syllabus meets the market requirement?

8.Are you able to handle advanced techniques like instruments and software’s
mentioned in your syllabus?

9.Are you satisfied with the industrial visits, guest lectures and other extra
curricular activities taking place in academic year?

10. How well did the teacher prepare for the classes?

11. Were the laboratories /studios/workshops adequately equipped and properly
maintained?

12. Were you provided with training in use of computer?

13.What was the attitude of teachers towards extra-curricular activities?

14. How helpful was the teacher in advising?

15.Internal assessment was

16. Were your assignments discussed with you?

17. What effect do you think the internal assessment will have on your course
grade?

18. After leaving how will you talk about your institution ?

19. Any suggestions:

Suggestions from current students
All is well
No any suggestions. All is well.
The institution may good
excellent all...but develop the library facilities.
develop the library facilities ..... free wifi. ...all are very good
Swimming pool
Please available wifi facilities.
Taking the campus selection for student.... Thank you
The institute is may be....... very good...
Everything is best
i am like all of the teaching staff. all type availability provide here. Especially i am like the
forum for the study of MPSC study.and library arrangement also wonder and all type of
books also available .hostels availability also very wonder . totally colleague all facility are
very good so i am satisfied.....
College made WiFi seva suru kravi
teachers are good and teaching also good
Collage WiFi chalu kara
Swimming pool
The course was very helpful to in future career opportunities so I suggest to taking the
English speaking course in college that can help in future to business and marketing
WiFi chalu kara
all good
Excellent
WiFi chalu kara
provide wifi
all most good
No. All is well.
Change college time from 9-2pm instead of 9-5 pm.
Don't give the extra rules....
We have a good..opportunities in our college and we hope this will help us thank you
wifi conection available
dont make extra rules..........
Develop English Speaking Coarse in our college campus.
required more books from library
No words. .....

Don't no extra rules..
in college camps there should be may ATM
To need ATM for hosteller student
No suggestions. Because college facilities are fulfilled.
Wi-Fi system
campus selection may requires, library development
Give the information about biotechnology scope 2 times in 1 month
improve library facilities, improve classrooms, laboratory visit,
need for wifi in collage campas

